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REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTAL MORAL THEOLOGY 
 

MORALITY - a free and intelligent response to God to become good persons, to make right 
choices, and to engage in right actions; the science of what human beings ought to do by 
reason of who they are. Living a moral life makes us more like Christ and brings us 
lasting happiness. 

 
SOURCES OF MORALITY – how to determine if an act is moral (good) in God’s eyes 
Object – Of itself, is the action intrinsically good, intrinsically evil, or indeterminate? 
Intention – Why am I doing this act? What is the goal of my action? 
Circumstances – Are there any outside forces, emotions, people, or other things impacting my 

action? Circumstances can increase or decrease our responsibility (culpability) for sin. 
 
PRINCIPLES OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING 

• Life and Dignity of the Human 
Person  

• The Call to Family, Community 
and Participation  

• Rights and Responsibilities  

• Preferential Option for the Poor  

• The Dignity of Work and the 
Rights of Workers  

• Solidarity  

• Stewardship  
 
 

PERSONAL MORAL DECISION MAKING 
 
Case 1: A young man named Jonathan is struggling to feed his family. He and his wife are both out of work, and 
they do not have enough money to pay for rent and food. Jonathan knows he is responsible for the care of his 
family, and his two small children are beginning to show signs of malnutrition. Jonathan passes a grocery store and 
notices it has outdoor displays of vegetables that no one is watching. He doesn’t want to steal, but he feels as if he 
doesn’t have a choice. He decides to hide some vegetables under his jacket and takes them home to feed his family. 
 
Case 2: Gary and Susan’s house in an all-white neighborhood is up for sale. An African American couple has 
offered to buy the house at a good price. Gary and Susan have heard rumors that if one home on the block is sold 
to African Americans, all the property values will go down. Their friends on the block will be furious with them if 
they sell to the couple. Should they tell the couple their offer is not high enough? 
 
Case 3: Joe has had two surgeries, first for lung cancer and later for colon cancer.  Each time he also had radiation 
treatments and chemotherapy, and he felt awful for months. Now the doctor has just told him that he has a 
recurrence of lung cancer. Surgery, with more radiation and chemotherapy, could destroy some but not all of the 
cancer cells. It might give him a few extra months to live. Joe decides not to have the surgery, knowing his life will 
probably be shorter without the surgery, and he dies a month later. 

  



SCIENCE AND MORALITY 
 
“Applied biology and medicine work together for the integral good of human life when they come to the aid of a 
person stricken by illness and infirmity and when they respect his or her dignity as a creature of God. No biologist 
or doctor can reasonably claim, by virtue of his scientific competence, to be able to decide on people's origin and 
destiny.” (Donum Vitae 3) 
 

SCIENCE AND HUMAN PERSONHOOD TAKE-AWAYS 

• Science is moving faster than morality 

• Lack of international/uniform laws and policies 

• Desire to live forever 

• Blurring lines between human beings and animals 

• Changing definition of what it means to be human 
 
THREE BIOETHICAL CASE STUDIES 

• Three-parent babies: replacing defective mitochondria in a woman’s egg with mitochondria 
from another woman, plus a man’s sperm 

• Chimeras: growing a human organ (using adult stem cells) in a pig for transplantation into a 
human being 

• CRISPR: editing human DNA to correct genetic defects; select genetic traits; or insert 
instructions for fighting infections  

 
COVID-19 VACCINES: MORAL APPROACHES 

• Development of the vaccines 
o Origin of tissues 
o Techniques used 
o Testing, regulation and approval 
o Efficacy 

• Are some vaccines more ethical than others? Does this matter? 

• Distribution and availability 

• The Common Good and Proportionality, Societal Responsibility 

• Responsibility to advocate for ethical science and technology 

• Teaching authority of the Church 
 
“Given that the COVID-19 virus can involve serious health risks, it can be morally acceptable to receive a vaccine 
that uses abortion-derived cell lines if there are no other available vaccines comparable in safety and efficacy with no 
connection to abortion. If it is possible to choose among a number of equally safe and effective COVID-19 
vaccines, the vaccine with the least connection to abortion-derived cell lines should be chosen. If a vaccine with no 
connection to abortion-derived cell lines is not readily available, vaccines that used such cell lines only for testing 
would be preferable to those that use such cell lines for ongoing production. Such choices may not be possible, 
however, especially in the early stages of vaccine distribution. In that case, one may receive any of the clinically 
recommended vaccines in good conscience with the assurance that reception of such vaccines does not involve 
immoral cooperation in abortion.” (USCCB, Answers to Key Ethical Questions about COVID-19 Vaccines, 
January 2021) 


